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“Immediate Drilling Success at the Caribou Dome Copper Project”
st

On 21 July, Coventry Resources Inc. (CYY) announced
further positive diamond drilling results from the Caribou
Dome Copper Prospect, Alaska. These results combine both
confirmation and exploration drilling, and back up drilling
th
results announced on the July 13 release by the company.
Specifically:


DD holes CD 15-02 and CD 15-03 visually
confirmed previous mineralisation discoveries with
CD 15-02 intersecting “10m of semi-massive to
massive sulphide mineralisation” at lense 6 and CD
15-03 intersecting multiple horizons of “semimassive to massive sulphide” mineralisation > 20m
at lense 4,



CYY believes hole CD 15-03 drilling geometry has
the potential to deliver a true width mineralised
interval of 15-20m from a shallow depth (of 10m),



Holes CD 15-04 and CD 15-05 (both new diamond
exploration holes) intersected 9m (from 53m) and
12m (from 83m) respectively of visually confirmed
“semi-massive to predominantly massive sulphide
mineralisation” in argillites at the previously untested
lense 2 zone, approximately 140m along strike from
the closest previously mineralised drill area.
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As mentioned in our previous research note (July 10 ), lense
2 was a high priority exploration target - this target has
outcropping mineralisation up to 15 metres wide and
extends for >200 metres and is completely untested. A
very strong IP anomaly coincides with the outcropping
mineralisation.
CYY’s recently completed 3-dimensional (3D) IP geophysics
survey over 1500m of strike outlined a continuous 500m+
anomalous zone. This zone coincides with mineralisation at
lenses 2, 5 and 6. Only 150m of this 500m zone has been
drilled thus far. The company believes the continuity of the
geophysics may imply contiguity of the underlying
mineralisation, which, if true, would be significant.
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Source: APP Securities, Company Reports. APP Securities contributes all
company estimates to Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters, FactSet and Capital
IQ.

CYY’s immediate forward work programme, will incorporate
additional exploration and confirmation drilling, coupled
with further ground geophysics surveying with an
emphasis on determining the morphology of mineralisation
observed between lenses 2 and 5 prior to further drilling at
depth.
Assay results for all 5 holes in this release are expected
within 2-3 weeks. Given the encouraging results to date,
including width of intersections, relatively shallow depth of
drilling and potential for significant extension of the existing
mineralisation, we maintain our Speculative Buy
recommendation.
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Source: Coventry Resources Inc.
Plan view of geology around the 9 main lenses of mineralisation at the Caribou Dome Copper Project. Note locations of 5 most
recent confirmation and exploration diamond drill holes. Exploration holes CD 15-04 and CD 15-05 “stepped out” approximately
140m on along strike from most recent hole at lense 5.
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Meanings of APP Securities Stock Ratings
Buy – Describes stocks that we expect to provide a total return (price appreciation plus gross yield) of 10% or more within a 12-month period.
Underperform – Describes stocks that we expect to provide a total return (price appreciation plus gross yield) of less than 10% within a 12-month period.
NR – The investment rating and price target have been temporarily suspended. Such suspensions are in compliance with applicable regulations and/or APP Securities
policies.
CS – Coverage Suspended. APP Securities has suspended coverage of this company.
Speculative Buy – Describes stocks we research with a positive bias, whose company fundamentals and/or financials are being covered, but for which there is
insufficient information for APP Securities to assign a Buy or Underperform rating.
Speculative Underperform – Describes stocks we research with a negative bias, whose company fundamentals and/or financials are being covered, but for which
there is insufficient information for APP Securities to assign a Buy or Underperform rating.
Secondary recommendation - Market weight relative to the S&P/ASX 300 under a weighting range of 0-3, with intervals of 0.5 (7 point scale). 1.0 indicates a market
weight position in the stock while a weight over 1.0 indicates an overweight position and the current level of analyst conviction.
Monitor – Describes stocks whose company fundamentals and/or financials are being monitored, or for which no financial projections or opinions on the investment
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It is permitted for the total expected returns to be temporarily outside the prescribed ranges due to extreme market volatility or other justifiable company or industryspecific reasons.
Free Float (float / current shares outstanding) *100 – This float figure is the number of shares that are available to the public and is calculated by subtracting the shares
held by insiders and those deemed to be stagnant shareholders. Stagnant holders include ESOP's, ESOT's, QUEST's, employee benefit trusts, founding shareholder
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Terminal Value methodology - APP Securities' Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) valuation applies a terminal growth rate to the last forecast year's cash flow and discounts
the amount using Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC). The Terminal Value is tested using ASX-listed company multiples. For resource companies there is no
terminal value because cash flows are forecast to the end of mine life.

Meanings of APP Securities Credit Ratings
Buy – If the last traded price of the hybrid security is more than 3% below our valuation
Underperform – If the last traded price of the hybrid security is more than 3% above our valuation

Valuation Methodology
APP Securities’ methodology for assigning stock and credit ratings may include the following: market capitalisation, maturity, growth/value, volatility and expected
total return over the next 12 months. The price targets are based on several methodologies, which may include, but are not restricted to, analyses of market risk,
growth rate, revenue stream, discounted cash flow (DCF), EBITDA, EPS, cash flow (CF), free cash flow (FCF), EV/EBITDA, P/E, PE/growth, P/CF, P/FCF, premium
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